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Thinking small in the land of giants has it rewards. By NED AND ANNA
DELOACH WITH PAUL HUMANN

social activity, and when the gals head
out, the guys go nuts, repeatedly popping
their great dorsal fins taut, and bobbing
like loons inside their tubes. Although we
watch female after female pass only inches
away, we never once see one slip inside the
lair of an impassioned male. After a number
of dives, we begin to wonder if there will
ever be another generation of pikeblennies.
But then it happens-not in the afternoon
as expected, but during an early morning
dive on our final day.

A male displays such bravado that he
catches my eye from several feet away.
When I arrive on the scene, the reason for
his enthusiasm is apparent: two females
are perching only inches away. However,
when one of the ladies attempts to ap-
proach, she is met with a potent peck. I
can't believe it. After watching dozens
of males displaying their hearts out to at-
tract an egg-laying female, this fine fellow
has the audacity to chase a potential mate
away. I soon understand the reason for his
odd behavior as the head of a third female
appears from the hole next to the male.
Seconds later, she wiggles free, and one
of the waiting females promptly takes her
place.

WATCH PIKEBLENNIES BATTLE RIVALS AND STRUT
THEIR STUFF ALL IN THE NAIVE OF LOVE ON ANNA
DELOACH'S VIDEO PRESENTED BY SCUBA DIVINC TV AT
SCUBADIVII{G.COM. CLICK ON PHOTO/VIDEO AND THEN
THE DELOACHES' ENOUNTERS,
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ATTHOUGH THE GULF of California

V is famous for big animal diving, the
seldom-explored shallows are home to one
of the most eye-popping collection of small
fishes I've ever encountered. Though skep-
tical, the captain of our live-aboard finally
agrees to alter his blue-water itinerary and
takes us to a mangrove lagoon described in
John Steinbeck's I 941 classic, Sea of Cortez.
We find the algae and rubble seafloor in-
side and outside the lagoon so loaded with
amazing sea creatures that we don't pull
anchor for the remainder of the week.

One of our most entertaining discover-
ies is an extensive colony of orangethroat
pikeblennies,C. alepidota. Like their Carib-
bean counterparts, female orangethroats
are drab, but the males are magnificent, es-
pecially during courtship. For much of the
day the soda-straw thin, two- to three-inch-
long pikeblennies remain inside abandoned
worm tubes with only their heads exposed.
Now and again they dart out to nab a pass-
ing shrimp. But as the afternoon wears on,
the females leave their shelters and make
the rounds in search of food and a bit of
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